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This paper investigates the typology of quantity-insensitive languages that tolerate
stress clashes. Two descriptive generalizations emerge from this typology: 1) clashes
are preferentially realised away from the edge, and 2) clashes with primary stress are
avoided (Kager 2001). I demonstrate that this result cannot be captured in directional
theories of stress, such as those employing gradient alignment (e.g. Gordon 2002; Alber 2005) or serial models (Prince 1983), because, in such approaches, the directionality of stress assignment is independent of preferences for clash realization. As a
result, the distribution of clashes in quantity-insensitive languages provides an argument for a non-directional approach to stress (Kager 2001; McCarthy 2003; Buckley
2009). I propose a modified version of this approach, which avoids some pathological predictions made by the Kager (2001) system. A factorial typology is calculated
using this constraint set and shown to be appropriately restrictive.
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Introduction

A stress clash refers to a sequence of adjacent stressed syllables. Clash avoidance, alongside lapse avoidance, is assumed to be one of the driving forces behind the placement
of stresses (e.g. Prince 1983), in recent work in particular (Kager 2001, 2005a, 2005b;
Gordon 2002; McCarthy 2003; Alber 2005; Buckley 2009).
Some quantity-insensitive languages systematically realize clashes in order to avoid
a sequence of unstressed syllables, however, though this is quite rare. This rarity is
due to the fact that such systems because it requires stress to be anchored at both
edges of the word. To see why, consider a system that never tolerates a lapse and
anchors stress just at the left edge.
Table 2: 5 syllables with fixed initial

Table 1: 4 syllables with fixed initial
Initial

*Lapse *Clash

Initial

+ 1020
1022

*Lapse *Clash

+ 10202
10220

∗!

∗!

In these tableaux, we see that, because this hypothetical system has the freedom to do
whatever it wants at the right edge, a stress clash is never necessary to avoid a lapse.
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As a consequence, consistent tolerance of clashes only arises when a language
anchors stress at both edges, by always stressing the initial and the final, for example. But when this situation arises, there are a lot of options for clash placement.
To see this, consider a language with fixed initial and penultimate stress, like Passamaquoddy (LeSourd 1988, 1993). Passamaquoddy has primary penultimate stress,
consistent secondary stress on the initial, and it tolerates a clash to avoid a lapse
(1a–f).
(1)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

"top.kwan
top."kwa.namkw
wi.coh."ke.mal
wi.coh.ke."ke.mo
wi.coh.ke.ta."ha.mal
teh.sah.kwa.pa.sol."ti.ne
(LeSourd 1988: 140–143)

‘dirt, soil’
‘dirt, soil’
‘he helps the other’
‘he helps out’
‘he thinks of helping the other’
‘let’s walk around on top’

10
210
2010
22010
202010
2202010

Note that Passamaquoddy always realises this clash between the initial and peninitial syllable. A problem that arises, however, is that basic rhythmic constraints do not
straightforwardly capture this preference. As Table 3 shows, we need constraints that
regulate between the candidates (d), (e), and (f).
Table 3: Passamaquoddy
Initial
a.

2020201

b.

0202010

c.

2020100

NonFinality

*Lapse *Clash

∗!
∗!
∗!

d.

?

2202010

∗

e.

?

2022010

∗

f.

?

2020210

∗

There are several ways in which preferences for clash placement can be encoded.
One way is to assume that there is a directional bias in the process of stress assignment,
so that any given language assigns stress either from left-to-right or from right-to-left.
This can be enforced by means of gradient alignment constraints (e.g. Gordon 2002;
Alber 2005), which pull all stresses as close to one edge as possible, or by adopting a
serial model, in which stresses are assigned one at a time. Both of these moves will
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result in languages that prefer to realize a clash at the left edge and in languages
that prefer to realize a clash at the right edge. For example, we can capture the
Passamaquoddy pattern by adopting a gradient constraint Align-L, which assigns
violations for every syllable intervening between a stress and the left edge. This is
illustrated in the tableau below.
Table 4: Passamaquoddy with gradient alignment
Initial
a.

2020201

b.

0202010

c.

2020100

d.

+ 2202010

e.
f.

NonFin *Lapse
∗!

Align-L

*Clash

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗∗

∗!

∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
∗!

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗∗
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗

∗

2022010

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗∗!

∗

2020210

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗∗!∗

∗

Another approach to capturing clash placement preferences is developed by Kager
(2001). Kager proposes a pair of clash-licensing constraints, which directly encode
preferences for where a clash should be. The first of these, Clash-at-Edge, penalizes
every clashes not aligned with the edge of a word. The second, *Clash-with-Peak,
specifically bans a clash with the primary stress.
(2)

Clash-at-Edge:
Every clash should be at the edge of a prosodic word.
*Clash-with-Peak:
Assign a violation mark for a clash with the primary stress.
(Kager 2001:10–11)

Passamaquoddy illustrates the first of these preferences. A clash at the edge is
favored over a medial clash. This is also the edge without primary stress, so that the
constraints in (2) are not in conflict. We can then apply the constraints in (2) to the
Passamaquoddy pattern as in Table 5.
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Table 5: Passamaquoddy using clash-licensing (Kager 2001)
Initial

NonFin *Lapse

Clash-at-Edge *Clash-with-Peak

a. + 2202010
b.

2020210

∗!

c.

2022010

∗!

d.

0202010

∗

∗!

These two models for regulating clash placement make different predictions about
the shape of the typology. If a directional model is on the right track, we should find
that the placement of clashes is independent of factors such as the position of primary stress. If clash placement is instead regulated by clash-licensing constraints,
we should observe a tight correlation between clash placement and the location of
primary stress. In this paper, I will argue that this is in fact what we find. In all
clash-tolerating languages, clashes are realized at the edge opposite to main stress.
The one exception, South Conchucos Quechua (Hintz 2005), arises because of a conflict with the preference to realize the clash at the edge.
As a result, the typology of quantity-insensitive clash-tolerating languages constitutes an argument for Kager’s (2001) approach, and, by extension, a categorical
approach to stress. In addition, I will show that it presents a problem for any serial
model of stress, such as an approach couched in Harmonic Serialism, because this is
necessarily capable of imposing a directional bias.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the various patterns that
make up the typology. In section 3, I will outline why these patterns cannot be captured in directional models. In section 4, I show that Kager’s (2001) constraints capture the relevant generalizations, but identify two problems of overgeneration. Section 5 develops a modified constraint set and calculates a factorial typology, using OT
Soft (Hayes, Tesar, and Zuraw 2013), that is shown to be adequately restrictive.

2

The typology of quantity-insensitive clash-tolerating languages

The first task I will be concerned with is to detail the various systems that make
up the typology of clash tolerance. Since clash tolerance is rare, I will discuss each
language in detail and try to be careful about what counts as an “attested” stress
pattern (see de Lacy 2003 for a discussion of some of the dangers in constructing
a stress typology; cf. the uncertainty about the reality of the “initial dactyl” effect
in Kager 2001; Alber 2005; Hyde 2008). To achieve this, I adopt two criteria for
evaluating whether a language should be admitted to the typology. The first criterion
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is that the stress pattern must have a consistent phonetic or phonotactic correlate. The
second criterion relates to cyclicity. Most of the examples relevant to stress typology
are not monomorphemic, but contain several affixes, because it is only in long words
that the logic of many stress systems is revealed. However, cyclicity effects often
emerge under affixation, such as preservation of stem stress. This means that clash
tolerance can arise as an effect of cyclicity (see, for example, Pike’s 1964 description
of Auca stress). The second criterion for treating a stress system as clash-tolerating is
then that we can rule out cyclicity effects as the driving force.
2.1

Languages with clashes at the left edge

I will first discuss the four languages in which a clash is realized at the left edge.
There are three types of systems in this set. We have already seen one of these, Passamaquoddy. There is also a pattern that is identical to Passamaquoddy, but with
final stress. In the third system, a preference for edge clash overrides the desire to
avoid peak clashes.
2.1.1

Passamaquoddy

Passamaquoddy is described as clash-tolerating in LeSourd (1988, 1993) and Hagstrom
(1997). LeSourd (1988) proposes the following three descriptive rules for this system,
an Initial Stress Rule, an Alternating Stress Rule, and a Main Stress Rule:
(3)

Initial Stress Rule:
Stress the first syllable of a word.
(LeSourd 1988:133)

(4)

Alternating Stress Rule:
Stress the even-numbered syllables of a word, counting from right to left.
(LeSourd 1988:133)

(5)

Main Stress Rule:
Put main stress on the penultimate syllable.
(LeSourd 1988:144)

In other words, Passamaquoddy consistently tolerates a clash between secondary
stresses on the initial and peninitial in odd-numbered words. Examples are given in
(6a–f).
(6)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

"top.kwan
top."kwa.namkw
wi.coh."ke.mal
wi.coh.ke."ke.mo
wi.coh.ke.ta."ha.mal
teh.sah.kwa.pa.sol."ti.ne
(LeSourd 1988: 140–143)

‘dirt, soil’
‘dirt, soil’
‘he helps the other’
‘he helps out’
‘he thinks of helping the other’
‘let’s walk around on top’

5

10
210
2010
22010
202010
2202010

This stress patterns are realised phonetically in terms of pitch (LeSourd 1988).
The highest pitch is realised on the rightmost stressed syllable, and the next highest
pitch on the initial (LeSourd 1988: 144–145). There is a great deal of data in LeSourd
(1988) and this pattern seems consistent across the language. In addition, it interacts
in complex, but predictable, ways with a system of syncope (LeSourd 1988, 1993).
As LeSourd (1988) points out, no cyclicity effects are evident in this system. Main
stress shifts under affixation and always resides on the penultimate syllable (7a–b).
(7)

a. "top.kwan
dirt
‘dirt, soil’
b. top."kwan-amkw
dirt-particulate
‘dirt, soil’
(LeSourd 1988:141)

Similarly, stress on the initial syllable of the stem is not preserved under prefixation and shifts to the initial syllable of the prefix (8a–c).
(8)

a. l-e."we.sto
thus-speak.3
‘He speaks’
b. wi.k-e."we.sto
like-speak.3
‘he likes to talk’
c. seh.ta.y-e"wes.to
backwards-speak.3
‘he speaks while walking backwards’
(LeSourd 1988:141)

Another well-documented language with this pattern is Émérillon, whose stress
system is described by Gordon and Rose (2006). When the final syllable is open,
Émérillon has the same stress pattern as Passamaquoddy, with a consistent clash between the initial and the peninitial syllable in words with an odd number of syllables
and primary stress on the penultimate syllable (9a–d). Note, however, that this clashtolerating pattern is optional in production, and alternates with a pattern without
consistent stress on the initial syllable.
(9)

a.
b.
c.
d.

ta."wa.to
‘eagle’
ma.na."ni.to
‘how’
pa.ku.Pa."si.ri
‘small yellow banana’
de.ze.ka.si."wa.ha
‘your tattoo’
(Gordon and Rose 2006: 6–7)
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210
2010
22010
202010

Placement of primary stress in Émérillon is also sensitive to weight, so that it
really exhibits two clash-tolerating patterns. Specifically, the final syllable carries
primary stress when closed, resulting in a clash in words with an even number of
syllables (10a–d).
(10)

a.
b.
c.
d.

mo."koñ
e.re."zor
za.wa.p1."taN
ke.dZu.ka.si."war
(Gordon and Rose 2006:

‘two’
‘you come’
‘puma’
‘apron’
6–7)

21
201
2201
20201

Gordon and Rose show, using acoustic measurements, that this stress system is
encoded in different ways by Émérillon speakers. Speakers use duration, intensity
as well as fundamental frequency to differentiate primary stress, secondary stress,
and the absence of stress. Gordon and Rose do not report effects of cyclicity, but also
do not provide data that allows us to conclusively rule out such effects. However, the
stress system outlined above does seem to interact consistently with lexically stressed
affixes, suggesting that cyclicity effects are not at play (Gordon and Rose 2006:11).
To sum up, a system with a consistent clash between secondary stresses on the
initial and peninitial in words with an odd number of syllables seems robustly attested, both in Passamaquoddy and Émérillon. The same system has been claimed to
obtain in Biangai (Kager 2001; Gordon 2002). However, the original source does not
unambiguously indicate a clash-tolerating system (Dubert and Dubert 1973).
2.1.2

Tauya

Tauya is a Papuan language documented by MacDonald (1990). MacDonald offers
the following description of Tauya stress:
“Primary stress falls on the final syllable in a word, with secondary stress on preceding
alternate syllables. The initial syllable in a word is never without stress; if a word is polysyllabic, the initial syllable always receives secondary stress, even if this results in adjacent
stressed syllables.” (MacDonald 1990: 84)
Tauya then appears to be a clash-tolerating language, in which the clash systematically arises between the initial and peninitial syllable of even-numbered words. This
can be illustrated with the examples in (11a–d).
(11)

a.
b.
c.
d.

no."no
‘child’
Pu.nu."ta
‘mat’
mo.mu.ne."pa
‘sit (same subject)’
ya.po.ti.ya."fo
‘my hand’
(MacDonald 1990: 52–53)

21
201
2201
20201

Although MacDonald notes that this description is “very tentative” (MacDonald
1990: 80), there is a phonotactic correlate of this pattern. MacDonald observes that
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unstressed syllables may optionally reduce to a schwa. This leads to the alternations
in (12a–d), which corroborate MacDonald’s description of the stress system.
(12)

a.
b.
c.
d.

no."no vs. ∗n@.no
Pu.nu."ta vs. Pu.n@.ta
mo.mu.ne."pa vs. mo.mu.n@.pa
ya.po.ti.ya."fo vs. ya.p@.ti.y@.fo
(MacDonald 1990: 52–53)

‘child’
‘mat’
‘sit (same subject)’
‘my hand’

21
201
2201
20201

Since little more than this is offered in MacDonald’s description, we might be
skeptical about treating this as an attested stress pattern, also because Tauya is the
only system to my knowledge that has been claimed to (consistently) be of this type.
However, we have seen the same system in Émérillon words with a final closed
syllable. In addition, we will see that all of the properties that combine to create this
stress pattern are independently attested in systems that have been investigated in
more detail. On these grounds, I will treat this as a real pattern.
2.1.3

South Conchucos Quechua

The majority of languages that have a clash tolerate a clash only between two secondary stresses. There is a pattern, however, in which the preference for edge clash
overrides the dispreference for clashes with the peak systematically. The one attested
example of this is South Conchucos Quechua (Hintz 2006), though, fortunately, its
stress system has been examined in detail.
The basic stress pattern is given in (13a–g). Primary stress is on the initial syllable
and secondary stress alternates leftward from the penult. A clash is systematically
tolerated between the primary stress and the peninitial syllable in odd-numbered
words.
(13)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

"shu.maq
‘pretty’
"pi.ta.pis
‘anybody’
"i.ma.ku.na
‘things’
"tu.shu.ku.na.qa
‘dancers’
"chu.pan.ki.man.lla.chi
‘you would likely have just gotten drunk’
"wa.ra:.ka.mu.nqa.na.chi
‘hopefully it will appear at dawn’
"cha.krant.sik.ku.na.ta.ra:.chir
‘our fields supposedly still’
(Hintz 2006: 487–488)

10
120
1020
12020
102020
1202020
10202020

The stress pattern in (13a–g) is supported by native speaker intuitions and phonetic properties (Hintz 2006). Hintz shows that the most accurate cue to stress acoustically is fundamental frequency, although speakers also make use of duration and
intensity to signal prominence. Taken together, these cues allow the three levels of
8

stress indicated in (13a–g) to be separated phonetically. See Hintz (2006) for extensive discussion of these results.
Although Hintz does not address the issue in detail, it does not seem to be the
case that cyclicity effects are at play, because the clash is often realized within the
stem (14a–b).
(14)

a. "tu.shu-.ku.na-.qa
dance-pl-top
‘dancers’
b. "wa.ra:-.ka-.mu-.nqa-.na-.chi
dawn-refl-trans-3fut-now-conj
‘hopefully it will appear at dawn’
(Hintz 2006:488)

To conclude, we have seen that there are three systems with a clash at the left
edge, which can be represented as follows:
(15)

Passamaquoddy, Émérillon
Tauya
South Conchucos Quechua

22010
2201
12020

We will now turn to languages with a clash at the right edge.
2.2

Languages with clashes at the right edge

Four different right-edge clash patterns have been reported. I will argue that one of
these (the Central Alaskan Yupik pattern) should be given an alternative analysis.
This leaves three patterns. Two of these are the mirror image of patterns we have
seen at the left edge (Ojibwe and Gosiute Shoshone are Passamaquoddy and Tauya
backwards, respectively). We will also see a new pattern, in Southern Paiute, in which
the clash is not immediately adjacent to the edge of the word.
2.2.1

Ojibwe

Ojibwe stress is documented in Piggott (1983). It has peninitial primary stress and
tolerates a clash between the penult and the final (16a–d). Like Passamaquoddy,
Ojibwe illustrates the preference for a clash at the edge.
(16)

a.
b.
c.
d.

mi."no.gi
na."ma.da.bi
mi."zi.na.hi.gan
ni."na.ma.da.bi.min
(Piggott 1983:81)

‘he is growing well’
‘he sits’
‘my book’
‘we sit’

9

012
0102
01022
010202

There is a phonotactic correlate of this pattern. In the Ottawa dialect, unstressed
vowels (and short final vowels) are deleted (17a–b).
(17)

a.
b.

ni.gi:.na.ma.dab.i → "ngi:n.ma.dap
ni.gi:.na.ma.da.bi.min → "ngi:n.mad.bi.min
(Piggott 1983: 92–93)

‘I sat’
‘we sat’

In addition, as Piggott points out, the stress pattern changes predictably after
affixation, so that we do not see effects of stress preservation. This is illustrated nicely
by the examples in (18a–d).
(18)

a.
b.
c.
d.

mi."zi .na.hi.gan
ni-."mi.zi.na.hi.gan
na."ma.da.bi
ni-"na.ma.da.bi-.min
(Piggott 1983:81)

‘book’
‘my book’
‘he sits’
‘we sit’

In (18a–b), we see that, under prefixation of the possessive marker mi, both primary stress and secondary stress on the penult of the stem shift one syllable to the
left. In addition, in (18d), we see that stress preservation also does not obtain for
final stress, as suffixation causes final stress to shift to the suffix. In this way, we can
demonstrate that stress in Ojibwe is determined wholly by the surface form and not
is subject to the effects of cyclicity. The pair in (18c–d) is a particularly good illustration of this, as none of the stem syllables stressed when the root is presented in
isolation are stressed in the prefixed and suffixed form.
2.2.2

Gosiute Shoshone

Gosiute Shoshone is another reported example of a language that tolerates clashes at
the right edge. The main source for this is Miller (1996). As pointed out, Gosiute
Shoshone is Tauya backwards, and an example of both the preference for having a
clash at the edge and the preference for realizing the clash away from the peak.
Miller describes the basic stress pattern as alternating, with primary stress on the
initial syllable, and an apparently optional pattern of clash tolerance by stressing the
final syllable (19a–c).
(19)

a.
b.
c.

"kin.ka
"hi.pik.ka
"nim.mi.man.tin
(Miller 1996:698)

‘onion’
‘drank’
‘one of us’

12
102
1022

Although Miller does not provide a great deal of data, he does provide a phonotactic correlate of stress, at least for final syllables. Unstressed vowels in the final
syllable are devoiced (Miller 1996:697–698). In addition, like Tauya, all of this system’s properties are independently attested.
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2.2.3

Southern Paiute

A novel clash-tolerating pattern is found in Southern Paiute. The main source for
Southern Paiute is Sapir (1930), though a variety of analyses have been given (e.g.
Harms 1966; Wheeler 1979). Sapir describes Southern Paiute as having fixed primary
peninitial stress and a systematic clash between the penult and antepenult in evennumbered words.
There is a pretty reliable phonotactic correlate of stress in Southern Paiute. Unstressed vowels are liable to undergo devoicing (depending on a few environmental
factors, particularly this happens before voiceless geminated obstruents, and, if long,
vowels merely shorten).
Some of the relevant alternations are shown in (20a–e). I indicate devoicing by
means of capitalization, following Sapir.
(20)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

"a.mA
tI’."qa.q’A
qa."ni.an.gA
pU."ca.xa.i.pi.xa
nam."puc.:a.xa.I.pi.xa
ti."va.qaN.wa.i.yu.cam.pA
(Sapir 1930:39–40)

‘with it’
‘several eat’
‘his house’
‘looked for’
‘looked for trail’
‘though not killing game’

10
010
0120
010220
0102020
01020220

The difference between the initial syllables of (20b) and (20c) shows that the initial
syllable is unstressed (since it is devoiced before a voiceless geminate). Similarly,
the devoicing contrasts between (20d) and (20e) track the position of stress under a
010220 parse. That the penult is stressed and therefore protected from devoicing is
illustrated by (21a–b).
(21)

a.
b.

tA."cip.:ax.:U
ma."ro.Oq.wa.yiq.:wA

‘when it was evening’
‘stretch it’

0120
010220

In both these words, the penult is in a devoicing context for unstressed vowels. It
is followed by a voiceless geminate (a similar geminate triggers devoicing of the first
vowel in ((21c), for instance). It is nevertheless voiced.
That stress preservation effects do not play a role in this stress pattern, as noted
by Sapir, is illustrated well by the pair in (20d–e). Here we see that the addition of
the root nam (‘trail’) causes stress to shift reliably to the left.
An unusual feature of the Southern Paiute pattern, from the perspective of the
overall typology, is that it is the only language in this typology to consistently realize
the clash away from the edge of the word. I discuss this in more detail in section 3.
2.2.4

Central Alaskan Yupik

The last language that I will discuss is Central Alaskan Yupik (CAY), which has been
claimed to be the reverse of South Conchucos Quechua (e.g. Kager 2001). I will argue,
however, that the clash-tolerating pattern in Central Alaskan Yupik is not a part of
11

the core stress system and more plausibly viewed as a reflex of higher level stress
processes, in this case marking the boundary of a phonological phrase. The same
conclusion is reached in Alber (2005) and Gordon (2002). The description here is
based on Miyaoka (2011), which contains an extensive discussion of stress in Central
Alaskan Yupik.
According to Miyaoka (2011), the basic stress pattern is in (22a–d):
(22)

a. qa.ya:.li."qa:.tar.tut
‘they are about to make a kayak’
b. ang.ya.li:.qa."tar.tut
‘they are about to make a boat’
c. ma.qi:.qa.ta:.lli."ni:.lu.ni
‘now I see he is about to take a steambath’
d. qus.ngir.ngal.ngur.tang.qerr.sug.nar."quq.llu.gguq
‘they say there seems to be a goat also’

020100
202010
02020100
20202020100

CAY is a binary stress language. Initial syllables are unstressed if light, but stressed
if closed, and stress is rightmost. The final syllable is extrametrical, and the language
appears to tolerate a right edge lapse systematically.
The basic pattern then is not a clash-tolerating one. In contrast, clash tolerance
only arises in a restricted set of circumstances. Specifically, it comes about only when
a prosodic word is closely followed by another word. In these cases, the final syllable
of the prosodic word has to carry a pitch accent. This is illustrated by (23a–c).
(23)

a. nu."na:.ka
land.abs.1sg.sg
’my land’
b. nu.na.ka-"llu-gguq
land.abs.1sg.sg.and.rep
’my land too, they say”
c. nu.na:."ka
tanem
land.abs.1sg.sg excl
’my land!”

010

02010

021

This clash pattern looks like it is created by a final accent not associated with
the basic stress pattern, but rather with something else, like marking the end of a
phonological phrase.
That this kind of analysis is on the right track is confirmed by looking at suffixes
that carry an inherent stress, like -qer (‘suddenly’). These have a different effect from
the final pitch accent described above, in that they cause a disruption of the stress
pattern to avoid a clash. We can see this in the pair (24a–b). In (24a), the suffix
with lexical accent causes gemination of the initial syllable, so that a stress clash is
avoided. In (24b), a homophonous suffix without inherent stress is used instead and
we get the normal stress pattern.
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(24)

a. may.:u-"qer-tuq
go.up-suddenly-ind.3sg
’he is going up suddenly’
b. ma."yu:-qer-tuq
go.up-its-ind.3sg
’he is going up a while’

2010

0100

This suffix demonstrates what the effect is of adding an exceptionally stressed
syllable to the basic stress system. It does not result in a clash. We can conclude
then that the clash-creating utterance-medial accent is not a part of the core stress
assignment system. Rather, it is probably best analyzed as a reflex of higher-level
intonational processes, such as phonological phrasing.
This means that we have arrived at the following typology of clash tolerance
in quantity-insensitive systems (rows indicated placement of primary stress, and
columns indicate the position of the clash):
Table 6: The typology of clash-tolerating quantity-insensitive languages
Initial+Peninitial
Antepenult+Penult
Penult+Final
Initial
South Conchucos Quechua
—
Gosiute Shoshone
1202020
102022
Peninitial
—
Southern Paiute
Ojibwe
01020220
0102022
Penult
Passamaquoddy, Émérillon
—
—
2202010
Final
Tauya
—
—
220201
Although this typology is small, two descriptive generalizations emerge. Clashes
are usually realized at the edge opposite primary stress. This is true in six out of
seven languages. The only exception is South Conchucos Quechua and we can understand this exception from the perspective of the second generalization, which is
that clashes are realized at the edge of the word. Because of consistent non-finality,
this preference can only be satisfied in South Conchucos Quechua by realizing the
clash with primary stress. The only exception to the generalization that clashes are
realized at the word edge is Southern Paiute, in which the clash falls between the
penult and antepenult. This exception is again understandable given the properties
of Southern Paiute. Southern Paiute has primary peninitial stress, so that the initial syllable is consistently unstressed. As a result, neither word edge is available for
realizing the clash. Given these constraints, Southern Paiute actually does show evidence of the preference for clashes to be peripheral. In particular, in eight-syllable
words, the clash cannot be realized medially, and must be between the penult and
antepenult, in this way putting the clash as close to the edge as possible.
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We can see then clearly see that clash placement is regulated by two concerns:
a preference for clashes to be peripheral, and a dispreference for clashes involving
the primary stress. If taken as violable constraints, all the languages in the sample
conform to these pressures.
This typology provides a good testing ground for theories of stress, because it is
relatively self-contained. In the rest of this paper, I will explore different models of
stress and argue that the above typology is best captured in a non-directional model
(Kager 2001; McCarthy 2003; Buckley 2009).

3

Clash preference in directional models

I will first discuss directional approaches to stress assignment, such as gradient alignment (Gordon 2002; Alber 2005) or serial models (Prince 1983). I will demonstrate
that such systems face the problem that they cannot encode the preference for realizing clashes away from the peak. This is because directional models assume that stress
assignment in any particular language comes with a directional bias, independent of
other preferences. Such approaches then make the prediction that this directional
bias should be able to override preferences for clash placement, contrary to fact.
3.1

A gradient alignment approach

As previously discussed, clash preferences can be encoded using gradient alignment
(e.g. Gordon 2002; Alber 2005), because such constraints allow us to favor a particular edge. For Tauya, for instance, we would say that Align-L dominates Align-R, as
Table 7 shows.
Table 7: Gradient alignment in Tauya
Initial

Final *Lapse

a. + 220201

Align-L

Align-R

∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗

∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗

b.

202021

∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗!∗

∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗

c.

202201

∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗!

∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗

d.

020201

∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗

∗∗∗∗∗∗

∗!

The advantage of such an approach is that it directly captures one of the two generalizations that drive the typology of clash tolerance: the preference for clashes to be
peripheral. Moreover, gradient alignment deals well with the one system in which
the clash is not aligned with the word edge, Southern Paiute.
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For Southern Paiute, we just posit undominated non-finality and initial extrametricality (at least for the purposes of primary stress).1 If it then favors Align-R over
Align-L, the preference for realizing the clash between the antepenult and penult
emerges:2
Table 8: Gradient alignment in Southern Paiute
NonInitial

NonFinality *Lapse

Align-R

Align-L

a.

+ 01020220

13

15

b.

01022020

14!

14

c.

01202020

15!

13

In this way, gradient alignment explains why the pressure towards a peripheral clash
still obtains if neither edge is available.
However, the problem with gradient alignment is that it cannot accommodate the
dispreference for having the clash involve primary stress. This is because constraints
such as Align-R and Align-L are independent of primary stress placement.
To see this, consider a hypothetical system, a variant of Tauya, in which the clash
is realized with the primary stress instead. This is possible under gradient alignment,
if Align-R is highly-ranked, as the following tableau demonstrates:
Table 9: Hypothetical variant of Tauya
Initial

Final *Lapse

a. + 202021

Align-R
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗

b.

220201

∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗!∗

c.

202201

∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗!

d.

202010

1I

∗!

∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗

discuss the issue of enforcing fixed primary peninitial stress in more detail in section 5.
ease of exposition, the number of violations are indicated numerically in this tableau.

2 For
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If we posited a constraint against clashes with the primary stress, such as Kager’s
(2001) *Clash-with-Peak, it would not help matters. If dominated by Align-R, it
would simply be inoperative:
Table 10: *Clash-with-Peak outranked by Align-R
Initial

Final *Lapse

a. + 202021

Align-R

*C-with-Peak

∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗

∗

b.

220201

∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗!∗

c.

202201

∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗!

d.

202010

∗!

∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗

To make matters worse, if a constraint such as *Clash-with-Peak were to dominate Align-R, it would not have the desired effect, as Align-R would still pull the
clash towards the right edge. This results in a system in which the clash must be near
the right edge, but not adjacent to it because of the primary stress, as demonstrated
in the following tableau:
Table 11: Align-R outranked by *Clash-with-Peak
Initial
a.

202021

b.

220201

Final *Lapse *C-with-Peak
∗!

202010

∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗!

c. + 202201
d.

Align-R

∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
∗!

∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗

We then have no effective means of overriding the independent directional bias
that constraints such as Align-L and Align-R entail. As a result, we cannot encode
the dispreference for clashes involving the primary stress using gradient alignment.
This means that, for all of systems that involve a clash between secondary stresses,
a gradient alignment approach must predict the existence of a system with the same
essential profile, but with a clash at the edge where the primary stress is located. This
means, for example, that the following five systems are predicted to exist:
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(25)

a. Unattested (primary initial, clash initial+peninitial, no extrametricality):
120202
b. Unattested (primary penult, clash antepenult+penult, Initial over AlignR):
2020210
c. Unattested (primary penult, clash antepenult+penult, Align-R over *Clash):
02020210
d. Unattested (primary final, clash penult+final, Initial over Align-R):
202021
e. Unattested (primary final, clash penult+final, Align-R over *Clash):
0202021

It is hard to see how this prediction can be avoided in a gradient alignment approach.
As a result, gradient alignment fails to capture the generalization that clashes are
preferentially realized at the edge opposite primary stress.
It is worth noting, finally, that clash placement is particularly problematic within
Alber’s (2005) approach to gradient alignment. Alber proposes that there is no AlignR, but only Align-L. Three of the six attested systems involve a systematic clash at
the right edge, however (see section 2.2). These cannot be generated in Alber’s (2005)
model.
3.2

Serial models

Serial models of stress assignment, in which one stress is placed at a time, suffer from
the same problem: they cannot encode the preference for a clash at the edge opposite
primary stress. This is because they are myopic in nature. When a stress is put down,
the system cannot anticipate whether a clash will be necessary. Because of this, all
but the last stress can be placed without inducing a clash. This means that we can
naturally derive the fact that clashes are peripheral. However, it gives us no handle
on the dispreference for a clash with primary stress, because, as discussed below, we
cannot prevent stress assignment from starting at the edge opposite primary stress
(thus necessitating that the clash involve the peak).
These objections obtain for models such as Prince’s (1983) grid-based approach
and also to serial OT frameworks, such as Harmonic Serialism (e.g. Pruitt 2010). I
will demonstrate this for Prince (1983), but essentially the same problems arise for
other serial models.
Prince (1983) develops an approach to stress using the grid that similarly takes
stress assignment to have a directionality to it, independent of primary stress placement. Because of this, it suffers from the same problem as gradient alignment: it
cannot capture the preference for realizing the clash at the edge opposite main stress.
Let us first outline Prince’s approach. Prince proposes that the grid is constructed
by an operation called Perfect Grid Construction, which places alternating grid marks,
either from left-to-right (LR) or from right-to-left (RL).3 This operation places grid
3 In

addition, Perfect Grid Construction is parametrically specified for whether it applies peak-first
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marks one at a time and has the option, parametrically available, of Forward Clash
Override (FCO), which ignores clashes in favor of eliminating lapses.
This system allows for the preference for clashes to be peripheral to be captured
straightforwardly, because it assigns stress incrementally. As a result, the last grid
mark placed will be clash-inducing, and so will be peripheral. This is demonstrated
in (26a–c), which reflect Gosiute Shoshone. I assume that primary initial stress and
fixed final stress are in place.4 Perfect Grid Construction operates from left-to-right
and is subject to Forward Clash Override.
(26)

a. x
x
x
xxxxxx
b. x
x x
x
xxxxxx
c. x
x x xx
xxxxxx

(PG;LR;FCO)

(PG;LR;FCO)

Because it operates incrementally, medial stresses, such as in (26b), can be placed in
compliance with clash avoidance. It is only at the last grid mark that a clash must be
tolerated, so that the clash is realized peripherally. As with gradient alignment, the
generalization that clashes are realized peripherally then comes for free.
The problem, however, is that, as with gradient alignment, the directionality of
stress assignment is independent of the placement of primary stress. Nothing therefore prevents stress assignment from operating in the opposite direction in a system
like Gosiute Shoshone, so that the clash is realized at the other end. This is demonstrated in (27a–c).
(27)

a. x
x
x
xxxxxx
b. x
x
x x
xxxxxx
c. x
xx x x
xxxxxx

(PG;RL;FCO)

(PG;RL;FCO)

or trough-first (i.e. whether it starts by putting down a stress or not, when a choice arises). I will ignore
this here, although it creates additional complications for clash placement in systems in which stress is
fixed at the penult or peninitial, such as South Conchucos Quechua, Southern Paiute, Passamaquoddy,
or Émérillon.
4 For ease of exposition, I am abstracting away from the workings of the End Rule, which applies
interspersed in the derivation to yield fixed initial/final stress and the placement of primary stress.
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This means that Prince’s (1983) grid approach suffers from the same problem that
gradient alignment does: it cannot capture the preference for realizing a clash away
from the edge with primary stress.
Note that we cannot solve this problem by stipulating a restriction on directional
stress assignment, so that it must start at the edge that carries primary stress. This
works for the majority of cases, except for South Conchucos Quechua, which crucially
requires stress assignment to terminate at the edge with primary stress.
To sum up the discussion so far, I have argued that the typology of clash-tolerating
quantity-insensitive languages displays a preference for clashes opposite primary
stress. In this section, I have demonstrated that directional approaches to stress assignment cannot capture this generalization. In the rest of this paper, I will show
that a non-directional, categorical approach to stress assignment fares better and is
capable of encoding the dispreference for clashes with the peak.

4

Clash placement within a non-directional model

An alternative to a directional approach is to adopt a non-directional view of stress
assignment (Kager 2001; McCarthy 2003; Buckley 2009). In such an approach, sometimes called a “categorical” approach, stress is modeled using non-gradient locally
stated constraints. In this section, I will introduce Kager’s clash-licensing constraints,
formulated within this approach, and how they deal with the generalizations described in section 2. Although these constraints fare better than directional models, I
will identify some problematic predictions to do with placement of primary stress. I
show how these can be eliminated by collapsing *Clash and *Clash-with-Peak into
one constraint.
4.1

Clash-licensing constraints

Because there is no directional bias in a categorical approach, no clash preferences
come for free. Without additional constraints, a medial clash is just as well-formed
as a peripheral clash, unlike in directional models. Kager (2001) proposes a set of
such constraints, which directly evaluate the wellformedness of clashes. These constraints reflect the descriptive generalizations outlined in section 2. The first of them,
Clash-at-Edge, assigns a violation mark for every non-peripheral clash. The second,
*Clash-with-Peak, penalizes clashes involving the primary stress.
(28)

Clash-at-Edge:
Every clash should be at the edge of a prosodic word.
*Clash-with-Peak:
Assign a violation mark for a clash with the primary stress.
(Kager 2001: 10–11)

Kager speculates that Clash-at-Edge reflects a general desire to place stresses at
the edge of the prosodic word by placing stresses there (in the lapse domain, *Initial19

Lapse and *Final-Lapse are its counterparts). *Clash-at-Peak can be seen as the
counterpart to Lapse-at-Peak, since both minimize density of stress around the peak.
To see how these constraints work, consider a system like Tauya, with primary
final stress and fixed initial stress.
Table 12: Stress in Tauya
Initial
a.

+ 220201

b.

202021

c.

202201

Final *Lapse

C-at-Edge *C-with-Peak

∗!
∗!

Clash-at-Edge rules out medial clashes, ensuring that candidate (c) does not surface.
*Clash-with-Peak then adjudicates between candidates (a) and (b), to ensure that
the clash is realized in the initial and peninitial syllables.
One downside of these constraints is that they seem quite descriptive in nature.
However, treating these preferences as violable allows us to get a handle on some of
the otherwise exceptional systems in the typology. Specifically, the South Conchucos Quechua pattern, the only one to involve a clash with the peak, can receive a
principled explanation by treating these constraints as violable.5
Clash-at-Edge and *Clash-with-Peak are not in conflict in the majority of the
systems discussed here and will correctly place the clash at the edge opposite primary
stress. In South Conchucos Quechua, however, Clash-at-Edge and *Clash-withPeak are in conflict, with Clash-at-Edge outranking *Clash-with-Peak, so that we
exceptionally get a clash involving primary stress. This is represented in the tableau
below.

5 In

addition to this, I will show that at least *Clash-with-Peak (as well as its counterpart Lapseat-Peak) can be eliminated by making *Clash and *Lapse assess the severity of the clash/lapse in
question.
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Table 13: Stress in South Conchucos Quechua
*Lapse

NonFinality

C-at-Edge *C-with-Peak

a.

+ 1202020

b.

1020220

∗!

c.

1022020

∗!∗

∗

These constraints allow us to derive all the systems described in Section 2, except
for Southern Paiute, because it does not place a clash immediately at the edge. To
capture this system, we have to revise Clash-at-Edge so that it still penalizes medial
clashes in such a system. Specifically, I will adopt the idea of the metrical grid (Liberman and Prince 1977; Prince 1983) and propose that Clash-at-Edge is sensitive to
all levels of the grid. I then redefine Clash-at-Edge as in (29).6
(29) Clash-at-Edge:
Every clash should be at the edge of every level of the grid.
(i.e. Assign a violation mark for every level of the grid a clash is not aligned
with.)
The notion that all levels of the grid have an edge will allow us to ensure that a
clash is always preferentially realized peripherally, regardless of whether the immediate edge of the word is available.7 This allows Southern Paiute to be derived, as the
table below shows.

6 This

definition of Clash-at-Edge still penalizes a peripheral clash between the antepenult and
penult (with unstressed final) over one with a clash that is strictly aligned to the edge of the word.
It assigns one violation mark to the former and no violation mark to the latter. This is necessary to
ensure that the South Conchucos Quechua system can still be derived. If these two types of clashes
were equally good, Clash-at-Edge could not force a clash with the primary stress.
7 One worry that we might have about this constraint is that it can be rendered inactive if there
are constraints that prevent a clash at both peripheries (for example, if a language had a constraint
banning stress on a particular vowel preventing both a left-peripheral and a right-peripheral lapse). In
such a case, Clash-at-Edge as formulated above predicts that other considerations should determine
clash placement (or optionality should result). This is then another way in which the current approach
could be differentiated from a serial one, as a serial approach predicts that the clash should still be
as close as possible to the favored edge. However, given the rarity of the crucial forms (at least a
nine-syllable word would be necessary), this prediction might be difficult to put to the test.
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Table 14: Stress in Southern Paiute
NonInitial

NonFinality

a. + 01020220

C-at-Edge *C-with-Peak
∗

b.

01020202

c.

10202020

d.

01022020

∗∗!

e.

01202020

∗

∗!
∗!

∗!

These clash-licensing constraints then enable us to encode the generalizations that
emerge from the typology described in section 2. They allow us to rule out systems
which are ruled in by gradient alignment and other serial models, in which a clash
is realized with the primary stress even though the opposite edge is available. Such
systems do not arise because there is no independent mechanism of directionality
that can overrule *Clash-with-Peak. To put it more concretely, in a system with fixed
primary initial stress and secondary final stress, no constraint will favor a candidate
such as 120202 over 102022. As a result, such systems cannot be generated.
4.2

Problematic predictions of clash-licensing

The approach outlined above is not entirely without its problems, however. As already noted by Kager (2001), *Clash-with-Peak, in particular, predicts the existence of some problematic systems. In this section, I identify two issues with clashlicensing constraints. I will propose a solution to the one of these, by collapsing together *Clash and *Clash-with-Peak. The challenge of eliminating the other problem will be taken up in section 5.
The first problem is that clash-licensing constraints predict the existence of a language which has what I will refer to as a peak-shifting system, because it involves a
pattern in which primary stress shifts from edge to edge depending on whether a
clash has to be tolerated. This hypothetical system arises when constraints governing
main stress are ranked below both Clash-at-Edge and *Clash-with-Peak.
This system involves a ranking like in (30), for example:
(30)

Initial; Penult >> *Lapse >> Clash-at-Edge >> *Clash-with-Peak >> Leftmost8

8 In

this ranking, Penult is a shorthand for whatever constraints generate fixed penultimate stress.
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This ranking has the effect of moving main stress around, depending on the number
of syllables in the word.
In words with an even number of syllables, this ranking in (30) gives you primary
stress on the initial, secondary stress on the penult, with stress alternating in between,
as (31) illustrates.
(31)

1020
102020
10202020

However, for words with an odd number of syllables, main stress starts to shift
to the other edge, because the satisfaction of the clash-licensing constraints is more
important than placement of primary stress. We can illustrate this with the tableau
below, for a word with five syllables.
Table 15: Peak shifts in words with an odd number of syllables
Initial
a.

+ 22010

b.

12020

c.

10220

Penult *Lapse

C-at-Edge *C-with-Peak

Leftmost
∗

∗!
∗!

In this tableau, the high ranking of Penult and Clash-at-Edge ensure that the clash
surfaces between the initial and the peninitial. However, because *Clash-with-Peak
dominates Leftmost, primary stress is prevented from occurring initially, where it
normally does.
This means that this hypothetical system has the stress pattern in (32):
(32)

Peak-shifting system:
10
120
1020
22010
102020

This is not an attested pattern and it has a clear pathological character to it.
One thing that is encouraging, though, is that this is a very specific kind of system.
It has to involve fixed secondary penultimate stress. If the fixed stresses were initial
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and final, then peak-shifting becomes suboptimal due to the availability of realizing
the clash word-finally.9
The solution proposed by Kager (2001) is to fix the ranking of constraints regulating primary stress, by saying that one of Leftmost and Rightmost has to be undominated. Although this solves the problem, also within the confines of the proposal
developed here, it is a somewhat stipulative solution. Even admitting the existence
of fixed rankings, it is not clear that allowing a disjunctive fixed ranking is desirable.
I will pursue a different solution here, the discussion of which I defer until the
next section, since the exact type of peak-shifting pathology we have to eliminate
will depend on how primary stress is regulated, an issue which I discuss in more
detail then.
The second problem associated with clash-licensing constraints is that, assuming
*Clash-with-Peak, we expect there to be languages that only tolerate a clash that
does not involve the peak (we would only get clashes in longer words). It seems to
be a generalization across clash-tolerating languages that they always tolerate clashes
both with secondary and with primary stress (in words that are too short for the clash
to only involve secondary stresses).
The problematic ranking that should give rise to such systems involves a ranking
of *Clash-with-Peak above constraints that fix stress placement, but a relatively low
ranking of *Clash. This results in clash avoidance in short words where the clash
would involve the peak, as the following tableau demonstrates:
Table 16: Clash avoidance in short words
*C-with-Peak
a.

+ 01

b.

21

Initial

Final *Lapse *Clash

∗
∗!

∗

However, in longer words, this system is clash-tolerating, because *Lapse outranks
*Clash and *Clash-with-Peak can be satisfied by having the clash involve only secondary stresses:

9 Whether

the same prediction is made at the opposite edge depends on whether initial extrametricality is assumed to exist (Gordon 2000; Buckley 2009). I discuss this in more detail in section 5.
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Table 17: Clash tolerance in long words
*C-with-Peak
a.

+ 2201

b.

2001

Initial

Final *Lapse *Clash
∗
∗!

This prediction is not obviously pathological in character, but it seems to be a
property of the attested clash-tolerating systems that they also tolerate a clash in
words short enough to force a clash with the peak. I propose to deal with this generalization in the following way. If we collapse *Clash-with-Peak and *Clash into
a single constraint, then the ranking necessary for such a system is no longer possible.10 A language then cannot selectively tolerate clashes. If it tolerates a clash with
secondary stress, it must also tolerate one with primary stress.
This must be done without sacrificing the influence of *Clash-with-Peak on clash
placement. I then propose the following redefinition of *Clash.
(33)

*Clash:
Assign a violation mark for each grid level involved in a clash.

This constraint penalizes a clash involving primary stress more than it does a clash
involving secondary stress, because an extra grid level is involved in the former. This
incorporates the intuition that a clash involving primary stress is worse than a clash
involving secondary stress, but does not allow for the variable ranking of *Clashwith-Peak and *Clash that led to the problematic system outlined above. This constraint then effectively penalizes clashes on the basis of their severity.
In this way, we have not lost the upside of *Clash-with-Peak in regulating clash
placement, but have done away with one of its potentially problematic predictions.

5

Calculating a factorial typology

In this section, I will demonstrate that the clash-licensing constraints proposed here
derive a restrictive typology. Using OTSoft (Hayes, Tesar, and Zuraw 2013), I calculate a factorial typology, which is shown to be able to incorporate the descriptive
generalizations outlined in section 2, while maintaining a restrictive overall typology
of binary systems.
5.1

Fixing (primary) stress

Before calculating a factorial typology, it is important to formulate a set of constraints
for fixing primary and secondary stress at the edge. This is one of the main chal10 This

move is inspired by Heinz et al. (2005), who observe that collapsing constraints in this way
can help eliminate problematic systems, by reducing the number of possible rankings.
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lenges facing a local, categorical approach to stress along the lines of Kager (2001),
McCarthy (2003), or Buckley (2009), particularly when it comes to primary stress. As
a result, Kager (2001) and Buckley (2009) opt to give primary stress an exceptional
status, either by fixing the way primary stress constraints are ranked or by taking
them out of the tableau altogether, by means of a version of Prince’s (1983) End Rule.
It is not hard to see why. In a non-gradient approach, fixing stress at the peninitial syllable, as in Southern Paiute, or at the penult, as in Passamaquoddy, is not a
trivial task. Because constraints are stated locally, we want to only make reference to
adjacent syllables.
One way to do this that may seem attractive initially is to make use of a higherlevel prosodic constituent, such as feet or stress windows (Gordon 2002). Stress windows, for example, ban a lapse at the left or right edge, which can be used to fix
stress when combined with constraints such as Initial, Final, and extrametricality
constraints. However, as Kager (2012) points, such constraints create a midpoint
pathology.
Suppose we use the window constraints InitialWindow and FinalWindow to fix
primary stress. They are defined as in (34).
(34)

InitialWindow:
Assign a violation mark if there is no main stress in the first two syllables.
FinalWindow:
Assign a violation mark if there is no main stress in the last two syllables.

These constraints help fix stress at a particular edge. FinalWindow in conjunction
with NonFinality, for example, creates fixed penult stress. The problem arises, however, when both constraints are ranked above other stress-fixing constraints. With a
ranking like InitialWindow >> FinalWindow >> Initial, for instance, we get initial
stress in every form except a 3-syllable one, because now peninitial stress satisfies
both window constraints:
Table 18: Midpoint pathology with stress window constraints
InitialWindow
a.

010

b.

100

c.

001

d.

+ 210

FinalWindow

Initial
∗!

∗!
∗!
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This yields a system like (35):
(35)

10
210
1020

An alternative that works somewhat better is to adopt footing and use constraints
like (see also Buckley 2009):
(36) InitialFoot: Align a foot with the left edge.
FinalFoot: Align a foot with the right edge.
This makes the midpoint pathology system impossible, just because feet cannot overlap. As a result, InitialFoot and FinalFoot cannot be satisfied at the same time in a
3-syllable word.
But a similar problem comes back in 2-syllable words. Because both InitialFoot
and FinalFoot can be satisfied by a foot that spans the whole word, we get systems
like (37):
(37)

(10)
(2)(01)
(2)(20)(1)
(20)(20)(1)

To avoid generating such pathologies, I propose a family of stress-fixing constraints that impose non-overlapping demands, so that they cannot come to “conspire” together in words of a certain length. Specifically, I posit the set of constraints
in (38):
(38) Stress-fixing constraints (version 1):
Initial: The initial syllable is a unary foot.
Final: The final syllable is a unary foot.
Peninitial: The left edge should be aligned with an iambic foot.
Penult: The right edge should be aligned with a trochaic foot.11
These constraints do not generate the midpoint pathologies described above, because
they can never work in tandem with each other (except for Initial and Final in a onesyllable word, but this is obviously harmless). Note that, to do so, these constraints
make reference to the foot-level. I adopt the notion of metrical feet, although I will
not make use of any constraint on foot shape or parsing. This means that footing is
underdetermined by the constraint set, as foot shape is only regulated at the edge.
As a result, the notion of foot I use is different from the traditional one and can
be seen as a marriage between Gordon’s (2002) stress windows and the traditional
concept of metrical feet. Since medial feet have no real status in this approach, we
11 It

is crucial that a unary foot does not count as a trochaic foot, for the purposes of this constraint.
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can conceptualize feet as domains that reflect the prosodic contour of an edge. Each
foot starts at the edge of the word and ends at the first stressed syllable closest to that
edge.
The next issue is how to incorporate primary stress placement into these constraints. I propose to collapse constraints on primary stress into this constraint set.
This will help avoid a set of pathological systems (cf. Heinz et al. 2005). Specifically,
I posit the notion of maximal prominence, which is defined as in (39):
(39)

Maximal prominence:
If a prosodic constituent α should be maximally prominent, assign a violation
mark for each level of stress on which a grid mark is not associated with α.

This notion of maximal prominence is a general recipe for assigning violation marks
that I will incorporate into the constraints Initial and Final.
We then redefine the constraints in (38) as in (40).
(40)

Stress-fixing constraints (final version):
Initial: The initial syllable is a maximally prominent unary foot.
Final: The final syllable is a maximally prominent unary foot.
Peninitial:
The left edge should be aligned with an iambic head foot (e.g. [(01) . . . ).
Penult:
The right edge should be aligned with a trochaic head foot (e.g. . . . (10)]).

This is a symmetrical constraint set, in which Initial and Final can also fix secondary
stress (if dominated by another stress-fixing constraint), but Peninitial and Penult
only fix primary stress.12
Before presenting the factorial typology, we have one more issue to consider. In
particular, the constraint set proposed above gives us a way of avoiding peak-shifting
pathologies in a relatively straightforward manner.
The peak-shifting problem discussed above and noted by Kager (2001) arises in
a slightly different manner with the constraint set described above. Specifically, it
arises when high-ranked *Clash, *Lapse, and NonFinality create a fixed stress contour (stress has to alternate leftward from the penult), without saying anything about
primary stress. This creates a situation in which different stress-fixing constraints
can decide primary stress depending on the number of syllables in the word.
For example, suppose Peninitial dominates Penult. This means that, whenever high-ranked *Clash, *Lapse, and NonFinality allow for it, we will get primary
peninitial stress. However, in all other words, Penult will decide things and so create
primary penultimate stress. Peninitial wins out in words consisting of five syllables,
for example:
12 Fixed

secondary stress on the penult arises in this system when a language obeys both NonFinality and *Lapse. An independent mechanism may also be necessary, because there are cases of fixed
secondary stress on the penult in dual stress systems. This could be achieved by adding a constraint
banning lapses only at the right edge, *Lapse-R.
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Table 19: Peak shifts in words with an odd number of syllables
*Clash *Lapse
a.

+ (01)0(20)

b.

(02)0(10)

NonFinality

Peninitial

Penult
∗

∗!

However, when we turn to a word in which peninitial stress is made impossible
by the high ranking of *Clash, *Lapse, and NonFinality, Penult will win out:
Table 20: Peak shifts in words with an odd number of syllables
*Clash *Lapse

NonFinality

a. + (20)(10)
b.

(01)(20)

c.

(01)(02)

d.

(01)00

Peninitial

Penult

∗
∗!

∗
∗!
∗!

∗
∗

As a result, we get the system in (41):
(41)

(10)
(01)0
(20)(10)
(01)0(20)
(20)(20)(10)

This, again, clearly has a pathological character. A similar system is created by
the ranking of Initial over Penult. This leads to (42):
(42)

(1)0
0(10)
(1)0(20)
(02)0(10)
(1)0(20)(20)

We can eliminate these problematic interactions by exploiting the metrical structure we have posited for the stress-fixing constraints. In particular, this pathology
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can be removed by defining NonFinality so that it demands that the last syllable be
unfooted (43):
(43) NonFinality: The final syllable cannot be part of a metrical foot.
The effect of this is that NonFinality and Penult can no longer conspire together
to create primary penultimate stress, as NonFinality eliminates the foot structure
that Penult exerts an influence on. For the system in (42), for example, stress will
now revert to the initial syllable instead of the penult, as NonFinality renders all the
right-edge constraints inoperative. This is demonstrated by the following tableau,
with low-ranked Initial added to it:
Table 21: Peak shifts in words with an odd number of syllables
*Clash *Lapse
a.

(2)0(10)

b.

(01)(2)0

c.

(2)(01)0

d.

+ (1)(02)0

NonFin

Peninitial

∗!

∗

∗!

Penult

Initial
∗

∗∗

∗∗

∗

∗∗

∗!

∗

∗∗

This results in a system in which primary stress alternates between the initial and
peninitial. Gordon (2002:fn. 41) notes that Malakmalak, as described in Birk (1976),
has a quantity-insensitive pattern of this type.
5.2

A factorial typology

We can calculate a factorial typology using this constraint set. We have a set of eight
constraints so far:
(44) Constraint set:
Clash-at-Edge: Every clash should be at the edge of every level of the grid.
(i.e. Assign a violation mark for every level of the grid a clash is not aligned
with.)
*Clash: Assign a violation mark for every grid mark above three on two adjacent stressed syllables.
Initial: The initial syllable is a maximally prominent unary foot.
Final: The final syllable is a maximally prominent unary foot.
Peninitial: The left edge should be aligned with an iambic head foot (e.g.
[(01) . . . ).
Penult: The right edge should be aligned with a trochaic head foot (e.g.
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. . . (10)]).
NonFinality: The final syllable cannot be part of a metrical foot.
*Lapse: Assign a violation mark for two adjacent unstressed syllables.
To generate a full typology of binary stress systems, we also need to incorporate
constraints on lapse placement. Kager (2001) observes that lapses are preferentially
realized adjacent to the peak or at the right edge. To capture this, he postulates the
constraints Lapse-at-Peak and Lapse-at-End, given in (45).
(45) Lapse-at-Peak: Assign a violation mark for each lapse adjacent to the peak.
Lapse-at-End: Assign a violation mark for each lapse not at the right edge.
Unfortunately, these lapse-licensing constraints also generate a peak-shifting system. This happens in a clash-tolerating when NonFinality is undominated, Lapseat-Peak and Lapse-at-End are both high-ranked, and the default preference is initial
primary stress. This yields a pattern with initial primary stress in most words, except
for words with an odd number of syllables starting at five syllables. In those words,
the high ranking of Lapse-at-Peak and Lapse-at-End forces antepenultimate stress,
as the following tableau demonstrates:
Table 22: Peak shifts with lapse-licensing
*Clash
a.

(1)0(20)0

b.

(1)(20)(2)0

c.

(1)0(02)0

d.

+ (2)(01)00

NonFin

Lapse-at-Peak

Lapse-at-End

Initial

∗!
∗∗!
∗!
∗

This results in the stress pattern in (46), which is clearly problematic.
(46)

(1)0
(1)00
(1)(02)0
(2)(01)00
(1)(02)(02)0

To solve this problem, I propose collapsing Lapse-at-Peak and *Lapse into one
constraint, much like what I suggested for *Clash in section 4. To be precise, I posit
that *Lapse penalizes lapses adjacent to secondary stress more heavily than lapses adjacent to primary stress, by assigning an additional violation mark for lapses adjacent
only to a syllable with secondary stress. I define *Lapse as follows:
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(47)

*Lapse:
For each lapse, assign a violation mark for each level of stress that does not
have a grid mark adjacent to the lapse.

This version of *Lapse eliminates the peak-shifting system above (and several related
problematic interactions). It assigns one violation mark to a lapse adjacent to primary
stress and two violation marks to a lapse adjacent only to secondary stress. It can be
seen as the counterpart to the redefined *Clash, in that the penalty it awards depends
on the severity of the lapse.
With this redefined version of *Lapse, as well as Lapse-at-End, in our constraint
set, we can calculate a factorial typology of binary stress systems. This was done using
OTSoft (Hayes, Tesar, and Zuraw 2013). The input consists of all possible footings of
two-syllable to six-syllable words. This set of 9 constraints generates 27 languages. It
contains all the attested quantity-insensitive languages covered by Gordon (2002).13
However, it has fewer unattested systems than Gordon, whose typology contains 46
patterns.14 The full set of languages can be examined in the appendix. I will focus
on the clash-tolerating languages here.
The typology includes eight clash-tolerating systems. All of these patterns conform to the descriptive generalizations defended in section 2: clashes are preferentially peripheral and avoid primary stress. The typology derives all of the six systems
described in section 2:
(48)

Southern Paiute:
(1)0
(01)0
(01)(2)0
(01)(02)0
(01)(02)(2)0

(49) Tauya:
(2)(1)
(2)0(1)
(2)(20)(1)
(2)0(20)(1)
(2)(20)(20)(1)

13 The

one exception is Indonesian, which Gordon takes to have fixed initial secondary stress with a
lapse that is tolerated after the initial. Following Kager (2001), I take the Indonesian pattern to be due
to stem preservation effects carried over from Dutch, as all the relevant words are Dutch loanwords.
If we were to admit the existence of the so-called “initial dactyl” effect, we would have to enrich the
set of lapse-licensing constraints.
14 It is worth keeping in mind, however, that Gordon’s constraint set is also designed to deal with
single stress, dual stress, and ternary stress languages, which the constraint set developed here does
not currently cover. This means that not too much should be read into the larger number of unattested
patterns in Gordon (2002). I make the comparison here just to show that the current factorial typology
can achieve an adequate level of coverage for non-clash-tolerating systems also.
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(50) Gosiute Shoshone:
(1)(2)
(1)0(2)
(1)(02)(2)
(1)(02)(02)
(1)(02)(02)(2)

(51) Ojibwe:
(01)
(01)(2)
(01)0(2)
(01)(02)(2)
(01)(02)0(2)

(52) South Conchucos Quechua:
(1)0
(1)(20)
(1)0(20)
(1)(20)(20)
(1)0(20)(20)

(53) Passamaquoddy, Émérillon:
(10)
(2)(10)
(2)0(10)
(2)(20)(10)
(2)0(20)(10)

In addition to these six systems, there are two patterns that are unattested, but
combine properties of the attested languages. The first is essentially South Conchucos
Quechua, but with *Clash outranking Clash-at-Edge, so that the clash is realized
between the antepenult and penult instead of with the peak:
(54)

(1)0
(1)(2)0
(1)(02)0
(1)(02)(2)0
(1)(02)(02)0

The second of these is a variant of Southern Paiute with primary peninitial stress
in a two-syllable word (55) (Southern Paiute has primary peninitial stress except in a
two-syllable word, when stress is initial).
(55)

(01)
(01)0
(01)(2)0
(01)(02)0
(01)(02)(2)0

There is no reason to think that this is an impossible system, as a language may
plausibly prioritize peninitial stress over NonFinality, even if Southern Paiute does
not.
To sum up, I have demonstrated that a non-directional approach to stress, using
Kager’s (2001) clash-licensing constraints, can capture the two generalizations that
characterize the typology of clash-tolerating languages: clashes are preferentially peripheral and clashes involving primary stresses are avoided where possible. I have
outlined one way in which these clash-licensing constraints can be employed, using
a family of stress-fixing constraints, and shown that we can derive an appropriately
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restrictive typology which fully obeys these generalizations. Since the same result
cannot be attained in directional models of stress, the typology of clash placement
constitutes an argument in favor of a categorical approach (Kager 2001; McCarthy
2003; Buckley 2009). In addition, I have identified a few problematic properties of
clash-licensing constraints and proposed specific ways of eliminating them.
There are a number of issues that I have not deal with here. Probably the most
important one, from the perspective of a categorical approach to stress, is how fixed
antepenultimate stress should be dealt with. If the stress-fixing constraints I have
proposed are to have general application, they should include constraints that regulate antepenultimate stress. One way of doing this might be to enrich the machinery
proposed here with weakly layered feet, as discussed at length by Kager (2012) in his
typology of primary stress placement. This mechanism could be incorporated into
the approach developed here.15 This move would yield additional clash-tolerating
systems, involving fixed antepenultimate stress. I have not touched on this issue
here, primarily because it is unclear whether such languages exist. None of the languages in my sample involve fixed antepenultimate stress and this could reflect a
deeper generalization. Systems with fixed antepenultimate stress necessarily involve
a lapse at the right edge and it is not implausible to think that all such systems would
therefore be lapse-tolerating. If so, this generalization would have to be encoded in
some way.

6

Final remarks

This paper has provided a typology of quantity-insensitive clash-tolerating systems.
This typology can be characterized by two descriptive generalizations: a) clashes are
placed at the edge when possible, and b) clashes with the peak are avoided. I have
argued that Kager’s (2001) clash-licensing constraints can capture these generalizations and derive a restrictive typology. In contrast, directional approaches to stress
assignment, such as gradient alignment, grid construction, or Harmonic Serialism,
cannot encode the second of these generalization. As a result, the typology of clash
placement is an empirical argument for a non-directional, categorical approach to
stress, as pursued in recent work by Kager (2001), McCarthy (2003), and Buckley
(2009). In addition to, I have identified several problematic interactions to do with
Kager’s clash-licensing constraints and shown how these can be eliminated.

15 It

would be important, though, to modify NonFinality so as to also repel weakly layered feet.
Otherwise, peak shift becomes a problem again.
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Appendix: The factorial typology16
Simple binary:
(1)

(01)
(01)0
(01)0(2)
(01)(02)0
(01)(02)0(2)

(2)

0(1)
(2)0(1)
(02)0(1)
(2)(02)0(1)
(02)(02)0(1)

(4)

(1)0
(1)0(2)
(1)(02)0
(1)(02)0(2)
(1)(02)(02)0

(5)

(10)
0(10)
(2)0(10)
0(20)(10)
(2)0(20)(10)

(3)

(1)0
(01)0
(1)(02)0
(01)(02)0
(1)(02)(02)0

Clash-tolerating:
(6)

(01)
(01)0
(01)(2)0
(01)(02)0
(01)(02)(2)0

(7)

(01)
(01)(2)
(01)0(2)
(01)(02)(2)
(01)(02)0(2)

(8)

(1)0
(01)0
(01)(2)0
(01)(02)0
(01)(02)(2)0

(9)

(1)0
(1)(2)0
(1)(02)0
(1)(2)(02)0
(1)(02)(02)0

(10)

(1)0
(1)(2)0
(1)(02)0
(1)(02)(2)0
(1)(02)(02)0

(11)

(10)
(2)(10)
(2)0(10)
(2)(20)(10)
(2)0(20)(10)

(1)(2)
(1)0(2)
(1)(02)(2)
(1)(02)0(2)
(1)(02)0(2)(2)

(13)

(2)(1)
(2)0(1)
(2)(20)(1)
(2)0(20)(1)
(2)(20)(20)(1)

(12)

16 Note

that the footing is underdetermined by my constraint set, because no constraint affects the
choice of medial footing. For ease of exposition, I have chosen a particular footing in each such case,
either for esthetic reasons or purely arbitrarily. Nothing hinges on this.
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Lapse-tolerating:
(14)

(01)
(01)0
(01)00
(01)(02)0
(01)(02)00

(15)

(01)
(01)0
(01)00
(01)(02)0
(01)0(02)0

(16)

(01)
(01)0
(01)0(2)
(01)00(2)
(01)(02)0(2)

(17)

0(1)
(2)0(1)
(2)00(1)
(2)(02)0(1)
(2)0(20)0(1)

(18)

(1)0
(1)00
(1)(02)0
(1)0(20)0
(1)(02)(02)0

(19)

(1)0
(1)00
(1)(02)0
(1)0(02)0
(1)(02)(02)0

(20)

(1)0
(01)0
(01)00
(01)(02)0
(01)(02)00

(21)

(1)0
(01)0
(01)00
(01)(02)0
(01)0(02)0

(22)

(1)0
(1)0(2)
(1)00(2)
(1)(02)0(2)
(1)0(02)0(2)

(23)

(10)
0(10)
(2)0(10)
(2)00(10)
(2)0(20)(10)

(10)
(2)(10)
(2)0(10)
(2)00(10)
(2)0(20)(10)

(26)

(2)(1)
(2)0(1)
(2)00(1)
(2)0(20)(1)
(2)0(20)0(1)

Lapse-tolerating, clash in short words:
(24)

(01)17
(01)(2)
(01)0(2)
(01)00(2)
(01)(02)0(2)

(27)

(1)(2)
(1)0(2)
(1)00(2)
(1)(02)0(2)
(1)0(02)0(2)

(25)

17 This

is the only system generated by my constraint set that is absent in Gordon’s (2002) typology.
It is unattested.
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